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APPROACH

TO SUSTAINABILITY

Sembcorp Marine is committed to delivering growth and long-term value 

for its shareholders, partners and society through business excellence 

and socially responsible operations. Recognising the importance of 

balancing its business objectives with the responsibilities towards a 

wider set of stakeholders, the Group adopts a precautionary approach 

in managing the environmental, social and governance aspects of its 

operations. 

SUSTAINABILITY COMMITTEE 

The Sembcorp Marine Sustainability Steering Committee 
was formed in 2015 to manage the delivery of the Group’s 
sustainability programmes; monitor performance progress; 
and identify key material issues. The high-level Committee 
seeks to improve corporate competitiveness by managing 
sustainability risks and opportunities as well as meeting the 
expectations of its stakeholders.

Supporting the Committee at the operational level are various 
working teams, consisting of sustainability champions and 
key representatives covering a number of Sembcorp Marine’s 
core functions and locations. 

As part of the Group’s transformation, several developments 
took place in 2015 which brought together corporate 
strengths and sustainability capabilities. This has led to the 
deepening of the company’s focus in the areas of Research 
& Development and Supply Chain Management to further 
sharpen competitiveness as well as the establishment of an 
Environmental Committee to align Group-level environmental 
performance reporting. 

SEMBCORP MARINE SUSTAINABILITY STEERING COMMITTEE

Secretariat

CORPORATE SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY

Sembcorp Marine's commitment to corporate responsibility 
is described in its Code of Business Conduct, which provides 
specific guiding principles for employee conduct, in line with 
the company’s core values and corporate governance policies. 
The Code is accessible to employees, stakeholders and the 
public on the Group’s corporate website. 

In 2015, Sembcorp Marine joined the Global Compact Network 
Singapore. The membership reflects a strong support for 
the organisation’s work in advancing responsible business 
practices as guided by the United Nations Global Compact 
(UNGC) principles on human rights, labour, environment and 
anti-corruption. 

Sembcorp Marine’s sustainability efforts are reinforced 
by its strong corporate governance practices. The Group 
was ranked eighth out of 639 companies in the Governance 
and Transparency Index, an annual ranking exercise jointly 
published by the National University of Singapore’s Centre for 
Governance, Institutions and Organisations and The Business 
Times with the support of CPA Australia and Investment 
Management Association of Singapore (IMAS). 

FOR MORE DETAILS ON SEMBCORP MARINE'S 
CORPORATE GOVERNANCE PRACTICES, PLEASE REFER 
TO PAGES 80 - 97.

Sustainability Steering Committee

Corporate 
Governance

People Health
& Safety

Environment Community
Engagement

Economic
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SUSTAINABILITY PERFORMANCE SUMMARY

2013 2014 2015

Economic

Turnover ($’000) 5,525,882 5,832,595 4,968,132

Net profit ($’000) 555,747 560,128 (289,672)

Economic value added ($’000) 405,651 331,279 (808,800)

People

Headcount 10,608 11,212 11,142

Investment in training ($'M) 6.00  5.08 6.23

Employee turnover rate (%) 7.2  12.2 12.2

Workplace Safety and Health

Number of fatalities - employees 1 0 0

Number of fatalities - contractors 0 0 2

Accident frequency rate (per million man-hours) 0.63 0.42 0.35

Accident severity rate (per million man-hours) 72.15 11.37 120.30

Workplace injury rate (per 100,000 persons employed) 214.81 139.86 118.69

Environmental

Water withdrawal (million m³) 2.479 2.137 2.201

Waste disposal - hazardous (MT)* 9,723 9,464 30,557

Waste disposal - non-hazardous (MT)* 44,060 38,958 36,713

Waste disposal - recycled (MT)*^ 143,533 135,831 163,954

GHG Emissions from direct energy - diesel (tCO2e) 58,310 49,358 47,893

GHG Emissions from direct energy - liquefied gases (tCO2e)# 11,865 12,130 12,296

GHG Emissions from indirect energy (tCO2e)+ 64,409 83,934 82,860

Community

Community contributions ($'M) 3.57 3.26 3.82

Notes:
* Sembcorp Marine Pandan Yard and Tuas Crescent Yard began to track disposal volumes through vendors in 2014.
^ Two of the identified largest contributors of recyclable waste in shipyard operations are copper slag and steel scraps.
# Historical gas fuel emissions have been restated to reflect a calculation error for natural gas.
+ 2014 figure has been updated to reflect new data from Energy Market Authority.

MATERIALITY AND STAKEHOLDER ENGAGEMENT

In 2015, Sembcorp Marine intensified the internal scrutiny 
of its material issues with the involvement of the new 
Sustainability Steering Committee (SSC), established 
in the same year. To deepen the SSC’s understanding 
of sustainability issues, training was conducted where 
sustainability concepts and impacts were presented to 
management and committee members in preparation for the 
materiality review. 

The expanded group of managers and employees involved in 
the materiality review, conducted by an external sustainability 
consultant, provided a broader base of opinions on the internal 
ranking of issues affecting Sembcorp Marine's operations 
and value chain. Feedback was collected on a range of issues 
and then prioritised based on relative importance during an 
interactive session with the participants. The SSC meetings 
also served to engage a wider set of internal audience on 
sustainability drivers, management and reporting. 
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MATERIAL ISSUES 

BUSINESS INTEGRITY

It is vital to ensure business integrity through good corporate governance and sound risk 
management processes in order to safeguard the long-term interests of shareholders and 
the Group’s assets. Upholding Sembcorp Marine's reputation as a well-governed and socially 
responsible company enables the Group to continually gain the trust and confidence of its 
customers, investors, partners and other stakeholders. The Group respects human rights and 
operates with professionalism, fairness and integrity in compliance with legal regulations across 
its global network. Committed to ethical business conduct, the Group does not tolerate bribery 
and corruption in its dealings and operations.

Approach: 
Sembcorp Marine has comprehensive systems in place to promote business integrity and attain a 
high level of corporate governance, in line with its core values and Code of Business Conduct.  
Its corporate governance framework, which covers its Singapore and global operations, includes 
fraud risk management; anti-bribery and anti-corruption policies; as well as procedures and 
systems, which come under the oversight of Board-level Committees. Through stringent internal 
and external audit processes, the Group continually monitors, reviews and evaluates its business 
operations to ensure integrity and compliance with evolving standards and requirements. 
Sembcorp Marine's corporate governance reporting and practices comply with the Code of 
Corporate Governance issued on May 2, 2012, by the Monetary Authority of Singapore.

Material impact: 
Customers, Employees, Financial Community, Regulators

CORPORATE
GOVERNANCE

01.

External perspectives relating to existing material issues from 
2014 were further reviewed using investor feedback 
and desk-based research. After collating all inputs, 
the shortlisted material issues were ratified by the SSC.

This process resulted in the validation of seven material 
issues. The assessment, which employed AccountAbility’s 
Materiality Framework (2006-2013), included inputs from a 
five-part Materiality Test conducted in 2014 and incorporated 
materiality guidance from the Global Reporting Initiative (GRI) 
G4 sustainability reporting guidelines. 

Reflecting Sembcorp Marine's integrated management 
approach, the key changes recorded in this process included 
the reclassification of ‘Product Development’ and ‘Innovation’ 
as the new material issue ‘Innovation and Solutions 
Development’; as well as the integration of ‘Materials 
Management’, comprising steel consumption and waste 
management, into the issue ‘Environmental Performance’, 
along with other environmental topics.

The ratified list of material issues is shown in the
following section. 

01.
Participants at the sustainability workshop

[Pg 80 Corporate Governance, Pg 98 Risk Management]
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ECONOMIC INNOVATION & SOLUTIONS DEVELOPMENT

Sembcorp Marine’s drive to innovate and develop value-added, sustainable and cost-competitive 
solutions enables the Group to create new income streams and tap on emerging opportunities 
for future growth. A key component of Sembcorp Marine's business strategy is expanding and 
diversifying its portfolio of products, services and technologies to offer customers innovative 
and customised solutions across the offshore and marine value chain. Diversity in the Group's 
product mix strengthens its versatility and resilience so as to mitigate cyclical risks in the 
industry. Process innovation continuously enhances Sembcorp Marine's productivity and 
efficiency, ensuring competitiveness and sustaining business profitability.

Approach: 
Sembcorp Marine adopts a three-pronged approach to research, develop and collaborate on 
innovation and solutions development. Leveraging both in-house expertise and an extensive 
network of collaborating partners, the Group is focused on expanding and accelerating the 
search and creation of emerging technology and new opportunities. The company works actively 
to initiate, evaluate and manage the development and deployment of new products, technologies, 
systems and processes. These range from conceptualisation and prototyping to test-bedding and 
commercial implementation. 

Material impact: 
Customers, Investors, Regulators, Suppliers & Contractors

CUSTOMER SATISFACTION 

Customers are important stakeholders and vital partners in Sembcorp Marine's progress and 
success. It is crucial to forge sustainable partnerships with them and retain their loyalty for 
long-term business growth. Managing customer satisfaction is an important focus, as Sembcorp 
Marine takes pride in providing excellent service to its partners. The Group's various measures 
of customer satisfaction provide leading indicators for its economic performance and business 
resilience. Customers’ inputs are highly valued as useful feedback for Sembcorp Marine's 
operations, products and services.

Approach: 
Sembcorp Marine’s approach focuses on ensuring that customers have full access to a range of 
communication channels; monitoring and maintenance of customer relationships; and ensuring 
timely action.

A customer relationship management framework is applied at the Group level with senior 
management oversight on customer satisfaction, retention and growth performance. The various 
yard facilities adapt these processes according to the nature of the projects and the customers 
they are managing. All of Sembcorp Marine’s yards are certified to the ISO 9001 Quality 
Management System, which includes both internal and external compliance audits.

Material impact: 
Customers, Employees, Suppliers & Contractors, Shareholders, Financial Community

[Pg 102 Sustaining Competitiveness]

[Pg 102 Sustaining Competitiveness]
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OCCUPATIONAL HEALTH & SAFETY

Strict workplace health and safety standards give Sembcorp Marine a competitive advantage
as well as a foundation for its operations. The Group upholds high standards of occupational 
safety and health to safeguard the welfare of its employees, contractors, suppliers and 
stakeholders. 

Approach: 
The robust Health, Safety and Environment (HSE) management systems at Sembcorp Marine 
and its yards ensure compliance with national and international regulations as well as 
recognised standards, such as OHSAS 18001 Occupational Health and Safety standards as 
well as Singapore's Safety and Health Act. The key thrusts for the Group's workplace safety 
and health (WSH) strategy involve enhancing its HSE competencies and capabilities; building 
up commitment and leadership towards a better WSH culture; garnering support from 
stakeholders; as well as continuously improving risk and safety management systems. The 
Group's HSE strategy is integrated into all levels of operations, with oversight from the Board 
Risk Committee.

Material impact: 
Customers, Regulators, Employees, Suppliers, Contractors, Shipyard Occupiers, Community

HEALTH, 
SAFETY & 
ENVIRONMENT

ENVIRONMENTAL PERFORMANCE

Sembcorp Marine recognises the importance of operating  with minimal impact to the 
environment. The Group strives to do this while working towards operational competitiveness 
and sustainable growth.

Approach: 
Sembcorp Marine’s environmental performance is managed as part of the Group’s broader 
integrated HSE management framework. Adopting a preventive approach, the Group employs 
processes for identifying, monitoring and mitigating its environmental impact with regard 
to emissions-induced climate change, waste management and the use of energy, water and 
resource materials. The various yard facilities undergo regular audits for compliance with 
local regulations and international standards. Sembcorp Marine's environmental management 
systems cover employees, contractors, customers and shipyard occupiers, who are required to 
abide by the Group's policies and practices. In managing its environmental impact, Sembcorp 
Marine also promotes the adoption of eco-friendly technologies downstream to its customers. 

Material impact: 
Community, Customers, Employees, Contractors, Shipyard Occupiers, Regulators

[Pg 126 Workplace Safety & Health] 

[Pg 132 Environmental Focus]
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STAKEHOLDERS  

Sembcorp Marine recognises its stakeholders’ concerns and 
regularly engages them on ways to enhance the management 
of sustainability risks and opportunities that contribute to 
commercial growth.

HUMAN CAPITAL

People are Sembcorp Marine's most valuable asset. Supporting the Group's corporate objectives, 
the strategic human resource management framework encompasses workforce recruitment, 
retention and development to meet current and future human capital needs. It is important 
for the Group to identify capable talent and groom the next generation of leaders as part of 
succession planning for Sembcorp Marine’s sustainable growth and long-term competitiveness. 

Approach: 
Sembcorp Marine complies with the labour laws in its various countries of operation, including 
fair employment guidelines in line with the Ministry of Manpower Employment Act of Singapore, 
which is a member country of the International Labour Organisation. Aligned with the principles 
advocated by the national Tripartite Alliance for Fair & Progressive Employment Practices 
(TAFEP), the Group respects employees’ right to freedom of association and embraces fair 
employment, diversity and inclusivity at the workplace.

Sembcorp Marine's human capital strategy covers the strategic thrusts of workforce 
development and retention, competencies building and skills enhancement, organisational 
development as well as forging a strong company culture and identity. The Group gears its people 
development systems towards business excellence to support the attainment of recognised 
accreditations – including ISO 9001, SPRING Singapore Quality Class, Singapore Innovation Class 
and People Developer standards – which involve structured review and evaluation processes. 
Various engagement platforms and communication channels are utilised to gather employee 
feedback, in order to achieve continuous improvement.

Material impact: 
Regulators, Customers, Employees, Contractors, Community

PEOPLE

COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT  

As a responsible corporate citizen and caring business organisation, Sembcorp Marine 
recognises the importance of active involvement in the community. Contributing towards 
community improvements and social advancements enables the Group to extend its positive 
influence as an agent for change and value creation. 

Approach: 
The Community Committee champions the Group's community engagement strategy which 
focuses on ‘youth and education’, ‘community care and development’, ‘nation building’, 
‘environmental care’, ‘arts promotion’, and ‘industry outreach’. Regular reviews are conducted 
to evaluate the scope of Sembcorp Marine's social outreach efforts and the effectiveness of its 
community initiatives.

Material impact: 
Employees, Community

COMMUNITY

[Pg 114 Human Capital]

[Pg 138 Community Development & Involvement]

The majority of the Group's stakeholders – such as 
customers, media, fund managers, specialist vendors and 
classification societies, and global regulatory bodies – are 
international. Stakeholders in Singapore include contractors 
and government ministries. 
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STAKEHOLDERS & ENGAGEMENT PLATFORMS

Stakeholders Engagement Platforms
Stakeholders’ Expectations/

Concerns
What the Group did in 2015

Customers

• Platforms to network and build 
relationships

• Annual alliance meetings with partners
• Tenders
• Regular project coordination meetings and 

customer visits
• Naming ceremonies and delivery events 

for completed projects
• Participation in exhibitions, conferences 

and networking events 
• Corporate website, email and newsletters

• Flexibility to work together
• Ability to offer cost-saving facilities and 

capabilities over competitors
• Clear channels of communication
• Alignment with customers' codes

of conduct in areas such as health,
safety, security, environment

      and quality 
• Timely delivery within budget
• Accurate and timely information
• Compliance with new international 

environmental expectations

• $3.17 billion in new contracts, including 
three offshore platform topsides from 
Maersk Oil North Sea; the world's largest 
semi-submersible crane vessel from 
Heerema Offshore Services; and two floating 
storage and offloading (FSO) projects from 
Teekay and MODEC respectively.

• Highest number of 34 LNG vessels repaired 
and upgraded in the world 

• Record of 12 cruiseships repaired, upgraded 
and refurbished 

• Active participation in tenders and 
introductory meetings

• Participation in 4 exhibitions across USA, 
Norway and Singapore to meet customers 
and industry partners

• Annual customer networking functions – 
Singapore, USA and Norway

• One-on-one meetings between senior 
management and customers

• Mid- and post-project customer sessions to 
gather comments and feedback

• Development of proprietary green 
technologies, SSP circular hull floater 
solutions and GraviFloat near-shore LNG 
terminals

Suppliers &
Contractors

• Project planning platforms 
•    Quotations and requests for proposal
•    Tenders
•    Performance audits
•    Inspections and quality audits
•    Training for contractor partners
•    Involvement in safety campaigns and  
      events
•    Joint site inspections of projects
•    Regular dialogue platforms with senior 
      management

• Compliance with terms and conditions of 
purchasing policies and agreements

• Training support
• Clear communication channels
• Opportunities for growth and collaboration

• Daily work briefings with contractors and 
suppliers

• Review of vendors in Approved Vendor List
• Involvement of resident contractors in 

workplace safety and health improvement  
programmes 

• Dialogue sessions at various levels ranging 
from management to operations

• Safety management system audits on 
resident contractors

• Ongoing tenders and projects

Employees

• Regular reviews and appraisals
• Employee dialogue sessions
• Intranet platforms for policies, news and 

benefits
• Briefings and toolbox meetings
• Development programmes and training 

workshops/courses
• Meet-the-management sessions
• Union-management dialogues
• Grievance/feedback channels
• Safety and innovation campaigns
• Social events including festive celebrations
• Newsletters, posters and memos

• Conducive workplace
• Nurturing environment
• Fair labour practices and compensation
• Career growth/personal development 

opportunities
• Dynamic two-way communication 

platforms

• Annual awards and recognition e.g. WSH 
awards and long service awards

• Annual performance review and appraisal
• Training on anti-bribery policies and 

whistle-blowing channels
• Employee bonding and festive events 
• Invested $6.23 million in training and 

development programmes
• Launch of a customised ‘Global Leadership 

Development’ programme in collaboration 
with Singapore Management University 

• 33 employee engagement sessions 
organised, involving more than 3,200 
management staff

• Conducted employee engagement survey
• Newsletters and annual report
• Health programmes with medical institutes 
• Annual WSH innovation convention
• Regular engagement with unions 
• Regular updates through intranet portals, 

emails and memos

Financial
Community
(Shareholders,
analysts, fund
managers,
regulators &
media)

• Results announcements and news 
releases

• Annual meeting for shareholders
• Briefings for analysts and media
• Meetings, conference calls and site visits 

for analysts and fund managers
• Roadshows and investor conferences
• Corporate website
• Newsletters

• Corporate governance and compliance
• Transparent, open and effective 

communication
• Timely information
• Profitability
• Responsible management

• Quarterly results reports made accessible 
via corporate website and email

• Annual General Meeting for all shareholders
• Bi-annual financial results briefings for 

analysts, bankers and media
• Uploads on corporate website and Singapore 

Exchange SGXNET for public access
• 200 teleconferences, meetings, conference 

calls and site visits for analysts/institutional 
investors

• 80 face-to-face sessions with analysts and 
fund managers

• Publications such as annual reports, 
sustainability reports and newsletters 
available through the website

• Open communication channels accessible to 
all through website, email and telephone
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Stakeholders Engagement Platforms
Stakeholders’ Expectations/

Concerns
What the Group did in 2015

Local
Communities

• Timely news releases
• Multi-tiered financial assistance 

programmes
• Corporate website and email feedback 

channels
• Educational programmes
• Organisation of events
• Sponsorship of events
• Collaborations with educational 

institutions
• Newsletters

• Promoting community care and welfare
• Support for social and community causes
• Active corporate citizenship

• Contributions of more than $3.82 million 
to community and industry causes, e.g. 
SchoolBAG grants of $256,000 and national 
WSH campaign sponsorship of $180,000

• Various scholarships offered with 23 
accepted by tertiary students 

• Academic awards and bursaries of $66,100 
disbursed to children of employees

• Annual Green Wave Environmental Care 
Competition: 234 projects entries received 
from 850 students

• Festive activities for the less privileged 
• Annual National Day Parade sponsorship 

and participation
• Website and publications

Government
& Industry 
Partners

• Formal and informal dialogue sessions 
with government authorities and trade 
associations on safety, health, manpower, 
security and environmental issues

• Events to share information with the 
industry

• Events to promote the industry

• Compliance with regulations
• Collaborative efforts to share knowledge
• Joint development and deployment of best 

practices
• Joint management of resources and 

expertise

• Site visits and discussions with government 
representatives 

• Participation in local events to promote the 
industry and enhance strategic relations e.g. 
Latin Asia Business Forum by IE Singapore

• Safety campaigns and training seminars 
with industry partners e.g. national WSH 
Council

• Joint safety, security, environment, health 
and innovation-related activities with 
partners e.g. CultureSAFE programme and 
WSH innovation convention

ACCESSIBILITY

Sembcorp Marine’s Sustainability Report continues to be 
combined with the Annual Report for ease of reference and 
to provide a cohesive overview of the Group's operations 
and commitments. To promote greener practices, limited 
print copies of the combined reports are produced. Previous 
reports can be accessed at the Sembcorp Marine corporate 
website. 

For queries and feedback on the Group's Sustainability 
Report, please email to 
sustainability@sembmarine.com.

SCOPE OF SUSTAINABILITY REPORT

Prepared in accordance with the GRI G4 Core requirements 
and aligned with ISO 26000 Guidance on Social Responsibility, 
this is the fifth Sustainability Report published by Sembcorp 
Marine since FY2011. 

Sembcorp Marine is committed towards continuous 
advancement in its sustainability reporting journey, with 
external assessment conducted periodically to guide the 
company forward. The Group aims to enhance the depth and 
scope of its coverage to include key overseas entities and 
to progress towards assurance.The report provides insights 
into the Group's approach of integrating sustainability into its 
management strategies, corporate structure and business 
operations.

The scope of reporting in the sustainability section is limited 
to Sembcorp Marine’s Singapore-based entities and all data 
stated relate to its Singapore operations from 1 January to 
31 December 2015, unless otherwise stated. 

The implementation of Sembcorp Marine's ‘Transformation 
for Growth’ strategy in July 2015 saw the transition of the 
Group from a multi-shipyard organisation into a single brand 
and company, with a focus on four key capabilities – Repairs 
and Upgrades, Rigs and Floaters, Offshore Platforms, and 
Specialised Shipbuilding – across its global operations. 

Sembcorp Marine’s yards in Singapore are now an integrated 
Group leveraging on the synergies of seven locations in Tuas 
Boulevard, Admiralty, Tanjong Kling, Benoi, Tuas Crescent, 

FOR MORE DETAILS ABOUT SEMBCORP MARINE'S 
TRANSFORMATION STRATEGY, PLEASE REFER TO 
PAGES 26 - 31.

FOR MORE INFORMATION ON THE GRI STANDARD 
DISCLOSURES AND INDICATORS, PLEASE REFER TO 
PAGES 144 - 148.

Tuas Road and Pandan Road. The Group completed the 
transfer of its Pulau Samulun yard operations following the 
end of the facility lease in the fourth quarter of 2015. 


